
No. PR/19(1)/12-13       Dated: 25.05.2012. 

The Editor, 

The Economic Times, 

Bahadur Sah Zafar Marg, 

New Delhi. 

Subject: Clarification on factual errors and misleading opinion regarding FCI in the 

article “Stop this waste” authored by Shri Sandip Sen published on 

22.05.2012. 

Dear Sir, 

I would like to draw your attention to the article titled “Stop this waste” in the Blog 

Section “What Happens If?” by Shri Sandip Sen. The article was published in your 

edition on 22.05.2012 and is available at the link below: 

http://blogs.economictimes.indiatimes.com/Whathappensif/entry/stop_this_waste  

This article has some serious factual errors due to misconception, directly pertaining 

to FCI that puts us in wrong perspective. You may appreciate them after considering 

following facts and figures along with Author’s misunderstanding of certain aspects: 

1. The Author has mentioned, “In 2010-11 when the government took a big leap 

of faith and increased the subsidy disbursed to FCI by a whopping 35% from Rs 

4,300 crore to a mammoth Rs 5,800 cror. The FCI's website says that despite this 

hike, the wheat procurement actually dropped by 16.6% that year to 22.6 million 

tonnes from 26.38 million tonnes in 2009-10”. 

 

Here, the author seems to understand that subsidy released to FCI is directly 

related to procurement of wheat (or for that matter paddy/rice). This is a misplaced 

concept because, whereas the subsidy is released by the government of India after 

issue of food grains to state government agencies under various schemes, 

procurement of food grains which is open ended (there is no limit on quantity to be 

procured) is funded completely through borrowed capital.  

 

Moreover, author does not seem to have the correct information about the 

amount of subsidy released to FCI as the actual subsidy disbursed to FCI during 

2010-11 has been Rs. 50700.08 crore and in 2009-10 Rs. 46456.62 crore instead of 

his understanding of Rs. 5800 crore and 4300 crore respectively. Besides, the actual 

procurement of wheat in the year 2009-10 and 2010-11 has been 25.38 million 

tonnes and 22.51 million tonnes respectively instead of 26.38 million tonnes and 

22.6 million tonnes mentioned in the article. 

 

2. The author has mentioned that poor states like Uttar Pradesh took the biggest 

hit as FCI procurement dropped from 3.88 million tonnes to 1.65 million tonnes. It 

http://blogs.economictimes.indiatimes.com/Whathappensif/entry/stop_this_waste


may be noted that extent of procurement in any state is largely dependent on the 

efforts of state agencies rather than FCI. It can be seen from the statement of 

procurement of wheat from 2007-08 to 2011-12 available at the link 

http://fciweb.nic.in//upload/Wheat%20procured%20during%20last%20five%20years

%20agency%20wise_2.pdf that the larger share of wheat has always been procured 

by state agencies.  

 

3. The author has mentioned that the problem lies also with opaque stock 

maintenance and verification mechanism and the pilferage from FCI and state 

government godowns. It is clarified that insofar as FCI is concerned, we have a very 

systematic mechanism of maintenance, reporting of stock position and its verification 

and there is no opaqueness about it at all. Besides, the author seems to have got 

some totally misplaced figures of 1,30,000 million tonnes of food grains getting 

wasted whereas the highest procurement in any given year so far has only been 

about 70 million tonnes.  

 

4. The author has also mentioned in his report that various acts prohibit private 

movement of and stocking of grain. This is factually incorrect as the movement of 

food grains is not restricted by any law rather the same is affected due to various 

levels of taxation levied and bonuses disbursed by different state governments at the 

time of procurement. Because of these uneven taxation and bonuses, the cost of 

procurement for private trade varies significantly from state to state that hinder free 

flow or even inefficient flow such as wheat coming from UP to Punjab.  

Keeping the above facts into consideration, it is requested that a suitable 

rejoinder may be published for the information of readers and putting FCI’s role in 

correct perspectives. 

With best regards 

Yours sincerely; 

 

 

(Chandrasen Kumar) 

Assistant General Manager 

Faculty, Institute of Food Security, 

Food Corporation of India, 

Gurgaon, Haryana. 

Ph: +91-9868327848.     
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